Appearance
•
The next task is to determine their appearance: 1.
Render type: vertices, lines, surfaces, … 2.
Lighting: Description or model of light-object-eye interaction. 3.
Shading: Algorithmical lighting application during rendering across a primitive.
• The applied methods can be loosely divided as follows: 1.
Local models:
• Do not take object-object reflections into account. • Example: Gouraud and Phong shader using Phong lighting model.
2.
Global models:
• Take object-object reflections into account. • Perception and aesthetics for selecting appropriate user interface colors
• why a bright red and orange striped bedroom is a bad idea • how to put on matching pants and shirt in the morning • role of culture and even age
• e.g., WIRED magazine
• Color models for providing users with easy color selection
• systems for naming and describing colors
• Color models, measurement and color gamuts for color media conversion
• why colors on your screen may not be printable, and vice-versa • managing color in systems with computers, monitors, scanners, and printers • color awareness
• a highly interdisciplinary field that is often unpredictable and downright bizarre
• Useful background for rendering; provides a good introduction to signal processing
• also used for image processing and anti-aliasing Color difficulties
• Color is an immensely complex subject, drawing on physics, physiology, psychology, art, and graphic design • Many theories, measurement techniques, and standards for colors, yet no one theory of human color perception is universally accepted • Color of object depends not only on object itself but also on light source illuminating it, on color of surrounding area, and on human visual system (the eye/brain mechanism) • Some objects reflect light (wall, desk, paper), while others also transmit light (cellophane, glass)
• surface that reflects only pure blue light illuminated with pure red light appears black • pure green light viewed through glass that transmits only pure red also appears black 
Gamma
• Gamma (γ) is a measure of the nonlinearities of a display
• Nonlinearity: the response (output) is not directly proportional to the input (term often used incorrectly to refer to nonlinearity of image data)
• Example: PC monitors have a gamma of roughly 2.5, while Mac monitors have a gamma of 1.8, so Mac images appear dark on PC's:
• Problems in graphics Gamma correction
• To achieve equal steps in brightness, space logarithmically rather than linearly, so that:
• Use the following relations:
• Therefore:
• In general for n+1 intensities:
• Thus for: • Number of intensities needed for appearance of continuous intensity depends on ratio:
• need r = 1.01 for I j and I j +1 to be indistinguishable:
• solve for n: 
